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Chief executive Brian McNamee is unhappy with changes to university policy. Photo: Michele Mossop.
CARRIE LAFRENZ

In his final results announcement as head of Australia’s largest
healthcare company, CSL chief executive Brian McNamee has
urged the federal government to invest more in universities and
technology or risk Australia falling behind.

READ MORE
Chanticleer | Brian McNamee has
cemented his reputation as Australia’s
best-performing chief executive with
another stellar result for CSL. But all
eyes are now on his successor, who will
need to be inventive to maintain the
company’s historic growth levels.

Dr McNamee, who is stepping down from the blood plasma and
vaccine group in July after nearly a quarter of a century, said
he was worried that universities had become factory-like with
little investment.
RELATED QUOTES
“I have been very unhappy over the past 10 years with the
changes to university policy and innovation policy,” he told The
Australian Financial Review.
“That is something that will not serve the country well for the
future. I think government has walked away from funding the
infrastructure of the university. “In some ways they have
become undergraduate factories and they think that will
translate to high wages,” he said.
“We need centres of excellence and high-quality postgraduate
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education. I don’t think we have created an innovation and
excellence culture from a science technology perspective.”
Dr McNamee echoed earlier comments made by fellow
healthcare CEOs at Cochlear and ResMed and their concern
about industrial relations, which threatened to drive operations
offshore. While CSL has manufacturing around the world, it
recently expanded its plasma facility at Broadmeadows in
Melbourne and faced industrial issues at the plant last year.
“There is no doubt we have also had a step backwards from an
enterprise agreement perspective,” he said.

culture media and human plasma fractions.
http://www.csl.com.au/
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Dr McNamee revealed another record result and confirmed
See Also
expectations for a 20 per cent rise in net profit for the full year.
People
First-half net profit jumped 24 per cent to $US627 million,
underpinned by growth in all of its portfolio of products and
operational efficiency gains. Revenue was up 7 per cent to $US2.5 billion.

Analysis

Financials

R&D investment grew to $190 million in the period and is likely to reach up to $230 million this half.
CSL shares surged to a record high in early trade to $59.12 yesterday but ended down 3¢ at $57.21.
This year the stock has doubled in value, taking its market capitalisation to $28.9 billion.
Philo Capital head of equities Hugh Dive said CSL’s result was solid, but needed to be given the high
multiple of 21-times that the stock is trading at.
“Cochlear was trading on high PE but did not deliver, and got smashed 13 per cent,” he said. “ CSL
delivered a great result but the share price closed virtually flat. This is a function of high expectations
already built into the share price.”
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Source: CSL
Several portfolio managers have expressed concern over the handover to Dr McNamee’s successor, Paul Perreault.

“In several situations in the past, there has been a substantial re-basing after a handover,” one said.
“This happens more often than not when a cult CEO leaves a business.”
Dr McNamee said the transition with Mr Perreault has been great.
“He has been part of that journey for years so this is about continuity,” he said.
Dr McNamee said earnings per share growth is estimated to be up 24 per cent this year, exceeding
profit growth, and bolstered by past and current capital management initiatives. CSL has repurchased
about 3.7 million shares for approximately $190 million, representing 21 per cent of the intended $900
million share buyback program announced last year.
The company this half intends to raise $US300 million via a US private placement, with funds
earmarked to repay existing debt, fund CSL’s capital management plan, and for general corporate
purposes. Dr McNamee noted this was an efficient way to raise money and rates remained extremely
attractive to a company like CSL.
Credit Suisse analyst Saul Hadassin said while sales growth of 9 per cent in constant currency at
CSL’s biggest division Behring was “solid without being spectacular,” Other Human Health sales
growth of 19 per cent constant currency a standout driven by albumin sales in China. Dr Hadassin
noted that growth of 10 per cent constant currency in IG “was disappointing” given 15 per cent growth
last year.
The company declared an unfranked interim dividend of US50¢, up from US37.57¢, payable on April
5.
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